
1966 
 
 
 
18.12.65. Val d'Isere            Giant Slalom, women   
 
Reuters 
has a 1:12 minutes silent report from this race available at   
British Pathe historical collection 
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVA8LDPUJFHKXU7FS45DZULEM46Q-
FRANCE-VAL-DISERE-FRENCH-ALPS-WOMENS-INTERNATIONAL-SKIING 
 
05.01.66. Hindelang    Slalom, men 
 
there can be seen a video of about 1 minute from this race (from 2:53 till 3:55 minutes), 
in a film journal UFA-Wochenschau No. 494/1966 of 11.01.1966. 
available at  
https://www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/584684 
 + 
the same material is available (at somewhat lower picture quality) in a Luce film journal 
CINEMONDO / CNO15 (from 0:30 till 1:33 minutes)  
at 
https://patrimonio.archivioluce.com/luce-web/detail/IL5000083721/2/sci-uso-casalingo-
germania-campionati-internazionali-sci.html  
+ 
Archivo DiFilm  
has somewhat longer report of 1:44 minutes 
available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cn1mfBK_EJA 
 
11.01.66. Grindelwald           Slalom, women   
 
Reuters 
has a 1:46 minutes silent report from this race  
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/207243 
+ 
there is a short report of just 20 seconds about this race (from 6:45 till 7:07 minutes) in a 
film journal Der Zeit in der Lupe No. 834/1966 from 18.01.1966. 
available at  
https://www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/586730 
+ 
 
 
 
 



14.01.66. Grindelwald    Downhill, women 
 
there is a report of around 30 seconds about this race (from 6:15 till 6:45 minutes) in a 
film journal Der Zeit in der Lupe No. 834/1966 of 18.01.1966. 
available at  
https://www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/586730 
 
15.01.66. Wengen         Downhill, men       
 
there is a report of some 40 seconds about this race (from 7:07 till 7:48 minutes) in a film 
journal Der Zeit in der Lupe No. 834/1966 from 18.01.1966. 
available at  
https://www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/586730 
+ 
Reuters 
has a 1:13 minutes silent report from this race 
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/1089381 
+ 
Archivo DiFilm  
has a report of some 45 seconds about this race (runs of Bill Marolt and Bill Kidd) 
available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCATNKWOOK8 
+ 
16.01.66. Wengen         Slalom, men       
 
Archivo DiFilm  
has a remaining minute showing the superbe 1st run of Billy Kidd  
available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCATNKWOOK8 
 
19.01.66. Bad Gastein    Downhill, women 
 
British Pathe 
has a silent unedited material of 6:42 minutes 
from this event at youtube.com 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dU-HCg4cfNA 
+ 
20.01.66. Bad Gastein             Slalom, women 
 
Reuters 
has a 1:45 minutes silent report from this race  
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/1089468 
+ 
 



British Pathe 
has a 1:15 minutes silent report from this race available at   
British Pathe historical collection  
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/ladies-slalom-international 
+ 
British Movietone 
has a 2:04 minutes silent report from this race  
available at   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDK_Gn61udw 
 
22.01.66. Kitzbuehel     Downhill, men   
 
British Pathe 
offers a silent 9:21 minute report of this race 
at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUJXIBUW7Mo 
+ 
Reuters 
has a 1:49 minutes silent report from this race   
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/641438 
+ 
there is a video of 1 minute from this race (from 8:00 till 9:05 minute) in a film journal 
Die Zeit unter den Lupe No. 835/1966 of 25.01.1966 
available at  
https://www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/586731 
+ 
23.01.66. Kitzbuehel      Slalom, men  
 
Reuters 
has a 1:30 minutes silent report from this race 
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/634990 
+ 
British Pathe  
has a 5:03 minutes unedited silent report from this race available also at   
British Pathe historical collection 
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/international-ski-meet-mens-slalom-kitzbuhel-austr 
+ 
there is a video of 35 seconds from this race (from 7:24 till 8:00 minutes) in a film 
journal Die Zeit unter den Lupe No. 835/1966 from 25.01.1966. 
available at  
https://www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/586731 
 
 
 



12.02.66. Madonna di Campigio  Giant Slalom, men  
 
Some 50 seconds from this race are covered in  Caleidoscopio Ciac / C1740 
provided by Archivio storico Istituto Luce, and are  
available at 
https://patrimonio.archivioluce.com/luce-web/detail/IL5000053476/2/madonna-
campiglio-gara-sciistica.html  
 
12-13.02.66. Banff    Giant Slalom, men & women 

  
Reuters 
has a 1:04 minutes report from this event 
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/1088463 
 
04.03.66. Courchevel    Slalom, men   
 
Ina.fr 
has devoted first half of a three minute report to slalom  
(mostly slow-mo runs of Schranz and Melquiond)  
available at 
https://www.ina.fr/video/AFE86000536/grand-prix-des-trois-vallees-video.html 
+ 
06.03.66. Courchevel    Downhill, men 
 
Ina.fr 
Second half of a three minute report, devoted to the downhill  
(mostly Lacroix’s winning run) is  
available at 
https://www.ina.fr/video/AFE86000536/grand-prix-des-trois-vallees-video.html 
 
 
Arlberg-Kandahar race at Muerren 
 
 
12.03.66. Muerren     1st Slalom, men 
 
British Pathe 
has silent and slow motion video of 1:24 minutes from this slalom 
available at youtube.com 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dR3WYuC_hd8 
+ 
and also at 
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/international-skiing-at-murren 
 
 



World Championships at Portillo 
 
 
05.08.1966. Portillo      Slalom, women 
 
AP 
has a 1:18 minutes silent report from this race  
available at   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HYOlB_LsSA 
+ 
07.08.1966. Portillo          Downhill, men 
 
AP 
has a 1:51 minutes report from this race  
at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSavSnIwkb0  
+ 
08.08.1966. Portillo      Downhill, women 
 
 AP 
has a 2:37 minutes silent report from this race (runs of medal winners) 
available at   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-Zh1_kg81g 
 
10.08.1966. Portillo      Giant Slalom, men 
 
AP 
has a 1:48 minutes silent report from this race (runs of medal winners) 
available at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGIYCpTslic 
+ 
11.08.1966. Portillo      Giant Slalom, women 
 
Reuters 
has a 2:12 minutes silent report from this race 
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/635338 
+ 
14.08.1966. Portillo     Slalom, men  
 
video of 2 minutes showing both runs of Carlo Senoner can be seen  
at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWV0POsvAyg 
 
 
 


